


Battle Box
Changing the game in terminal tackle management, the Cal 

Coast Fishing Battle Box Tackle Storage System offers anglers a 
unique and effective way to organize and customize the storage of 
terminal tackle, soft and hard baits. Maximizing space and organiza-
tion with a one-of-a-kind, dynamic design, the Battle Box is built to 
last. The stackable Box is molded from a durable plastic and fitted 
with a triple-latched, O-ring sealed lid which is waterproof as well as scratch-re-
sistant and transparent. 
Inside, the Battle Box features a series of “ammo cans,” which are held in place 
with custom cut foam inserts. Each ammo can is transparent, making it easy to 
identify contents at a glance. Satisfying storage needs for a variety of tackle, the 
ammo cans come in two sizes, open with a quick squeeze, and come equipped 
with foam stopper that keeps weights from bouncing around.

Ensuring precise storage for larger weights and hooks, this unique terminal 
tackle storage solution features a transparent rectangular box that is dubbed 
the “tackle mag.” Including interchangeable and custom-molded foam inserts, 
the tackle mag can accommodate hard-to-store items such as big 
weights and hooks and keep them firmly in place. Particularly handy 
for co-anglers, kayak anglers, and shore anglers, the 
Cal Coast Fishing Battle Box Tackle Storage System 
combines innovative modular design with unbeatable 
quality, ensuring absolute organization on the water.  
Dimensions: 14” x 9.75” x 3.75”

Includes:
• Cal Coast Fishing Battle Box
• 19 small ammo cans (nine with foam stoppers)
• One large ammo can with foam stopper
• Tackle Mag with interchangeable inserts
• Four dividers

$42.99

Tackle Box Labels
No more label maker. No more smeared and illegible marker. 

Just clean and neat high-quality vinyl labels designed for the bass 
angler. 

For less than five bucks you’ll get 64 1-inch Tackle Box Labels 
for almost every type of bass lure. In addition to the Box Labels 
there are 32 small line-size labels that can be adhered to your rod 
or reel to indicate the size of line being used.

One package of 64 Box Labels and 32 line-
size labels retails for $4.95.



Bait Sack 
The Cal Coast Fishing Bait Sack Lure Protector is the fastest, easiest, and 

most secure lure protector on the planet. Designed with an emphasis on func-
tion, the Bait Sack Lure Protector can be opened with one hand, leaving your 
free hand to guide larger items, like umbrella rigs, neatly into the Bait Sack.  
Whether you’re fishing a tiny crankbait or a massive swimbait, the Bait Sack 
includes two different sized rod clips, so it can be attached to almost any rod. 
Perfect for any fishing situation – from a boat, kayak, float tube, or from shore 
– the Cal Coast Fishing Bait Sack Lure Protector delivers complete organization 
and safety that is second-to-none.

In addition to protecting your lures while fishing, the Bait Sack is a conve-
nient way to store those awkwardly-shaped baits. Slide the 
lure into the Bait Sack and safely put it away for later use.

Available in two colors and three sizes, each Bait Sack 
comes with two different sized rod clips.

Clear and Black (blackout) 

$8.99 Small - 3.75” x 5.25” - Perfect for crankbaits, 
topwaters, spoons, jerkbaits, and jigs. 
$9.99 Medium - 4.5” x 7.5” - Ideal for small/medium 
umbrella rigs, large crankbaits, small/medium swim-
baits, large topwaters. 
$10.99 Large - 5.25” x 9.5” - The perfect fit for large 
umbrella rigs, 5- to 8-inch swimbaits, XL topwaters, 
large walking baits, XL crankbaits. 

Cali Clip
Making it easier than ever to solve the problem of loose lures, exposed 

hooks, and free-swinging weights, the Cal Coast Fishing Cali Clip snaps onto 
your rod to provide a straightforward tackle management solution. Made 
from durable molded plastic, the Cali Clip features three different hook- and 

weight-holding options that will leave you won-
dering how you ever fished without it.

Each package includes three clips of differ-
ent diameters to accommodate a wide range 
of rod sizes and styles. The perfect solution for 
taming loose drop shot weights, Texas-rigs, and 
treble hooks – or just about any other lure – 
the Cali Clip makes it easier than ever to avoid 
time-consuming tangles.

$6.99



Rod Mule
The Cal Coast Rod Mule was designed to help the ever-challenging task of carrying a hand-

ful of rods from one place to another. Whether you’re jumping on a buddy’s boat for the day, 
fishing as a non-boater, or packing extra rods for a trip, the Cal Coast Fishing Rod Mule offers 
a hassle-free way to safely transport your fishing rods. Built to hold up to 10 rods, the Rod 
Mule features an adjustable construction that caters to a wide-range of rod lengths. 
To use the Cal Coast Fishing Rod Mule, simply slide the blue sock over the top of your 
rods, attach the Velcro strap around the center of your rods, connect the shoulder strap 
and lock it up with the snap buckle – and you’re ready to hit the road. Taking the has-
sle out of transporting bundles of rods, the Cal Coast Fishing Rod Mule is a must-have for the 
angler on the go.

$39.99



Rod Sleeve
The Cal Coast Fishing Rod Sleeve is designed to protect your rod’s blank and 

guides from wear-and-tear damage during transport, storage, or rough days 
on the water. Each sleeve is manufactured with high quality nylon in a very tight 
weave for the best security possible, ensuring the most fragile components of 
the rod remain protected. The Rod Sleeves are 
offered in both casting and spinning mod-
els and come in a one-size-fits-all length of 
68-inches. 

Available in green, yellow, and 
black, and both spinning and 
casting options from $6.99-
$7.50

Big Sack
The Cal Coast Fishing Big Sack weigh bags were designed with the tournament 

angler in mind – keeping your catch safe and secure.
The Big Sack is built with double-welded puncture resistant seams and reinforced 

corners. This bag refuses to leak, even when the heaviest of monster limits is brought 
to the scales. Confidently and comfortably carry your fish to the weigh-in with the Big 
Sack’s padded handle, detachable shoulder strap and a zippered top to secure your 
catch. 

$27.99

Money Beam
When every ounce counts you need a culling beam you can depend 

on. The Cal Coast Fishing Money Beam is just that. Featuring a lightweight, 
durable construction that floats, it is also rustproof so it can be stowed in 
small compartments or inside your livewell for quick access during tourna-
ments. 

Made not only to work perfectly in conjunction with the Cal Coast Fish-
ing Clip-‘n’-Cull Tags, the Money Beam is built with grooved notches on the 
top and curled hangers on the bottom to accommodate different styles of 
cull tags. When money is on the line and you can’t afford to be wrong, the 
Cal Coast Fishing Money Beam allows you to quickly identify your best five.

$14.99



Clip- ‘n’-Cull 2.0
The Cal Coast Fishing Clip-‘n’-Cull 2.0 Culling 

System is a premium puncture-free culling kit that 
reduces harm and stress to fish during tournament 
culling. Featuring an innovative ratcheting clip design, 
the Clip-‘n’-Cull provides anglers the ability to micro 
adjust the clip’s tension without puncturing holes in the 
fish’s mouth. Each culling clip is equipped with corro-
sion resistant materials and crush-free colored floats 
that won’t get damaged by livewell lids. 

The Clip-‘n’-Cull 2.0 is built with rust-free com-
ponents to ensure a lifetime of use. It includes seven 
easy-to-read, numbered and color-coded cull tags, 
which are compatible with most other culling systems, 
and a convenient mounting bracket.  

A revolutionary system and a must-have for tour-
nament anglers, the Cal Coast Fishing Clip-‘n’-Cull 2.0 
Culling System provides the best possible care to fish 
during culling. 

Comes with seven color-coded cull 
tags and a mounting bracket for 
$49.99.



Clip-‘n’-Cull Retro/Replacement Clips
Helping to improve conservation, the non-puncture Cal Coast 

Fishing Clip-‘n’-Cull Retro/Replacement Clips are designed for anglers 
who wish to update their older culling systems while still using their 
existing lanyard/floats.

Featuring an innovative ratcheting clip design, the Clip-‘n’-Cull 
provides anglers the ability to micro adjust the clip’s tension without 
puncturing holes in the fish’s mouth. 

The Clip-‘n’-Cull Retro/Replacement Clips package includes seven 
individual clips which will easily work with almost any culling system, 
allowing anglers to comply with new tournament regulations and 
help further protect fisheries for future generations. 

Includes seven clips for $24.99.

Cull Tag Storage Bracket
The Cal Coast Fishing Cull Tag Storage Bracket is designed to keep all of 

your cull tags stored neatly in one place. Made from extremely durable injec-
tion-molded plastic, the Tag Storage Bracket comes with stainless steel bolts 
and lock nuts to keep it securely mounted for years to come. 

The Cull Tag Storage Bracket can be mounted to almost any surface, giving 
anglers the freedom to mount it wherever is the most convenient. If you’re 
tired of digging around for lost cull tags, the Cal Coast Fishing Cull Tag Storage 
Bracket is the perfect solution.

Comes with bracket, screws, and locking nuts
Length: 4-7/8”

Retails for $6.99

Donkey Leash Lanyard
Designed for kayaks and float tubes, the Cal Coast Fishing Donkey Leash 

Fish Lanyard is a fast and easy way to secure a fish when anglers need their 
hands free to retrieve a measuring device or camera. Made from coated and 
stainless-steel wire, the Donkey Leash is ultra-strong and features a punc-

ture-free Cal Coast Clip that securely locks 
onto the fish’s jaw without causing 

any harm or damage.
The Donkey Leash also features a riveted looped end that will never 

come undone and easily attaches to almost any point on a kayak or 
float tube. Get the Cal Coast Fishing Donkey Leash Fish Lanyard and 
never lose a fish again when retrieving your camera or measuring 
board. 

Length: 4-feet (adjustable with provided aluminum wire crimp)

$15.99



Twerk Minnow 
The Twerk Minnow is an original, hand-carved and hand-poured weedless 

swimbait born in the California Delta. It’s designed to be rigged weedless with a 
keel-weighted Owner Beast hook. The Twerk Minnow is extremely versatile, especially 
in heavy cover, and has a ton of action in cold water. This bait is often used bounced 
slowly across the bottom, or it can be steadily retrieved at an even pace for a smooth, 
effortless swim. And the result? It gets straight chewed!

The 5 1/2-inch Twerk Minnow is designed to accommodate a 6/0 or 8/0 Owner 
Beast swimbait hook, whereas the 7 1/2-inch version will accommodate a 10/0 or 
12/0 hook.

Sizes: 5 1/2-inches (two per pack) and 7 1/2-inches (sold individually). The Twerk 
Minnow is available in six colors:

• #1 Bad Shad                                                                                                                       
• #2 OG Gizzard
• #3 White Lightning
• #4 Hitch
• #5 Reverse Hitch
• #6 Bubblegum Trout

Retail $11.99 per pack.

About Cal Coast Fishing – Tame Your Fishing Tackle
Cal Coast Fishing specializes in creating and manufacturing effective and practical fishing products for all types of 

fishermen. Though there are other companies who attempt to create similar fishing products, none are able to replicate 
the uniqueness of our big bass fishing products nor our generalized fishing terminal tackle management products. All of 
Cal Coast Fishing’s tackle products are designed by fishermen for fishermen to deliver simply tackle-related solutions to 
everyday problems encountered while fishing. Our mission is simple: Cal Coast Fishing aims to design and manufacture 
easy-to-use fishing products and fishing tackle that improve each customer’s fishing experience.

Quality Products, Quality Customer Service
In addition to creating innovative fishing tackle products, Cal Coast Fishing also provides the ultimate experience in 

customer relations. Cal Coast Fishing’s exceptional products are mirrored by even better customer service. Please do not 
hesitate to contact us directly if you ever have questions, comments, suggestions, or even just to share your overall expe-
rience with our products and/or customer service. We are here to service each customer – to help each customer improve 
his/her fishing experiences. We also want to thank you for visiting Cal Coast Fishing and for shopping with us.

805-455-3568 | 6383 Rose Lane #A, Carpinteria, CA 93013 | info@calcoastfishing.com
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